
Ensuring 
Future Growth

Feronia Forward works with the next generation to develop a love, appreciation, and 

understanding of our forests. We feel that we have a responsibility to teach children 

to value forestland so we can ensure that there will always be a generation of people 

working to protect our natural resources.

Feronia Forward is a 501(c)3 non-profit that works with a wide range of schools 

to invite students to step away from the computer screen and into the natural 

wonderland that we have conserved. Feronia Forward sponsors students to visit 

alternate energy farms, learn about sustainably tapping trees, discover the allure 

of untainted forestland, and even climb through the air on a ropes course that 

has been built in a forest without disrupting a single tree.

We hope to teach children the importance of conservation and let them discover 

the joy that awaits them in nature. Join us.

Now I see the secret of the making of the best 
person. It is to grow in the open air and to eat 
and sleep with the Earth. - WALT WHITMAN

Reid Middle School  
Pittsfield, MA 
June 2014
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Join the Movement 
DONATE TODAY



Feronia Forward partners with schools in low-income and urban areas to offer reward 

and incentives for students who perform well in class. In our Conserving Together 

program, Feronia Forward teams up with schools to create a set of standards for the 

students to strive for; when students in a class meet these goals, the entire class is 

able to spend a day of excitement, learning, team-building, and fun at Ramblewild: 

a 1400+ acre conservation forest that offers experiential outdoor education. Our goal 

is for students of every background—who may not necessarily have easy access 

to forestland—to experience first-hand the wonder of nature, the promise of 

conservation, and the reason we all should come together to protect it. In addition 

to Conserving Together, Feronia Forward funds a series of community projects to 

connect students with our forests, working with local schools to incorporate Feronia 

Forests’ approach to sustainable forestry in their curriculum, and reward individual 

scholastic achievement as well the mentoring of younger students.

Feronia Forward also aims to address the concern that today’s youth spend too 
much time in front of a screen instead of experiencing nature. This is particularly 
true for disadvantaged youth who often lack the means to visit the great outdoors 
and it has been linked to obesity, attention disorders, and depression amongst child 
advocacy experts. We want to help address this.

NATURE DEFICIT DISORDER:

Conserving 
Together 

Feronia Forests is a Certified B 

Corporation dedicated to 

preserving forestland for current 

and future generations. Recipient 

of the 2013, 2014, & 2015 B Lab 

‘Best for the Environment’ Award, 

Feronia Forests is dedicated to 

smart, sustainable conservation 

that protects forests by using 

them; by tapping trees for water 

and syrup, building eco-friendly 

aerial trails, and creating natural 

spaces for fun and wonderment, 

Feronia Forests protects nature 

by encouraging others to 

participate in it. Together, 

everyone wins.

FERONIAFORESTS.COM

Challenge 

yourself and 

build lasting 

relationships 

with friends and 

nature on the 

ropes course at 

Ramblewild.

See first hand 

how sustainable 

products like 

maple syrup and 

maple water are 

made and how 

they’re helping 

to preserve our 

trees.

Visit an active 

wind farm on 

Brodie Mountain 

and gain insight 

into where 

alternate energy 

comes from.

Explore and 

discover over 

1,400 acres 

of meticulous 

conserved 

forest land in 

the heart of 

the Berkshires.

The Feronia Experience
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